Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) Furthers Commitment to Innovation with Debut of First Automated Production Line for Jumper Cables

Enables Faster Delivery, Increased Cost-Efficiency for Customers Worldwide

Hannover, Germany (January, 26th 2016) – Radio Frequency Systems (RFS), the global wireless and broadcast infrastructure specialist, has announced the opening of a fully-automated production line for jumper cables in Hannover, Germany to elevate customer benefits to the next level. The automated line will support faster delivery, increased cost-efficiency, and a reproducible process that speeds production and preserves RFS’ venerated, high quality standards.

RFS has a long history of successful technological innovations, starting with the invention of seam welded, corrugated coaxial cables. Today, the company’s line of factory-fit jumper cables are field proven and widely regarded as the backbone of wireless antenna systems. RFS jumper cables are setting standards globally, thanks to a fully industrialized manufacturing process during which purpose-built connector parts are soldered onto RFS’ state-of-the-art foam dielectric coaxial cables. RFS’ well-controlled process achieves excellent product quality across the whole chain, further validated by 100% final testing and outstanding customer feedback.

The new Hannover production line adds a high level of automatization to the process, increasing throughput and capacity without sacrificing any of the quality criteria that RFS is known for. High-performance RF jumpers made of RFS’ low loss LCF or RFS’ superflexible SCF half-inch cables will be produced on the new line as complete assemblies (including both cable and connectors). They will go through the same rigorous testing process as all RFS products for quality assurance.

“In addition to our RF jumper lines in China, USA and Brazil, the new fully-automated production line in Germany will substantially increase RFS’ overall manufacturing capacity,” said David Kiesling, Cable Business Unit Leader at RFS. “It strengthens our ability to meet worldwide RFS customers’ high-volume and time-sensitive jumper requests, quickly and cost-effectively.” The investment in the new line reflects RFS’ commitment to delivering the high-quality products its customers need, when they need them, at the right price. Repeatability is enhanced with automation — underlining RFS’ ability to deliver accuracy, commitment and continuous improvement of its products, quickly and efficiently. Locating the new line in Hannover facilitates faster delivery with lower shipping costs to RFS’ Pan-European customer base, while preserving the company’s ability to continue providing its field-tested, highly-regarded jumper products.
“This investment in RFS’ manufacturing capacity allows us to meet our customers’ needs more quickly and addresses the high demand for RFS’ jumper cables,” said Jacques Schaffnit, RFS president. “Instead of farming this production work out of Europe to countries with lower manufacturing costs, we invested in our own manufacturing capabilities at home – close to our customers. Here, we know we can maintain the integrity of our best-in-class jumper with all its highly valued features preserved.”

See footage from the grand opening ceremony of the new automated jumper production line at the Hanover facility.

Trademarks: RFS® is a registered trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

About RFS
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-package solutions for wireless infrastructure.

RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, wireless communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant organization with manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS offers cutting-edge engineering capabilities, superior field support and innovative product design. RFS is a leader in wireless infrastructure.

Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/RFSworld.
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